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Considering that the industrial sector consumes almost one-third of the energy

demand globally, it is an urgent call to reduce the carbon footprints in this

sector. Among different approaches to meet this goal, such as the employment

of carbon capture technologies and increasing energy efficiency within

industries, transitioning to renewable electricity (RE) would be another

outlook to reduce the carbon footprints and increase the energy security of

the industries. Collective power generation within communities has shown to

be feasible and promising in the industrial sector, where groups of industries

collaborate to generate energy andmeet their energy demand. In this research,

we investigated how the initiation and continuation of industrial community

energy systems (InCES) among companies can take place and which financial

incentives the government can introduce to support these initiatives. We built

an agent-based model that incorporates cost-benefit analysis and cultural

factors in the decision making process of industries, to assess the feasibility

of initiating/joining an InCES by industries. This study shows that the FIT

mechanism had the worst performance in incentivizing the establishment of

an InCES among industries. In contrast, the TAX incentive showed the best

performance in mobilizing the investments towards InCES. Similarly, the TAX

incentive showed relatively superior performance in electricity generation, the

number of established InCESs, and the number of companies joining each

InCES. Despite the better performance of the TAX incentive, it was also themost

expensive option for the governments as a significant share of the

establishment costs of an InCES was put on the shoulders of the governments.
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Introduction

The industrial sector consumes almost one-third of the

energy demand globally (IRENA, 2015). The urgent need to

reduce emissions makes it crucial for the industrial sector to take

faster and more concrete steps toward this goal. Although

deploying solutions such as carbon capture and storage (CCS)

technologies can reduce the manufacturing industry’s carbon

dioxide (CO2) emissions, they are rather costly and do not

necessarily reduce reliance on fossil fuels. Transitioning to a

more electrified energy system that dominantly uses renewable

resources would be the only way to achieve higher and long-term

reductions in the industrial sector’s fossil fuel demand and

related emissions.

Shifting from fossil-based energy to renewable electricity

requires massive upfront investments given the substantially

higher demands and baseloads in the industrial sector than in

other sectors (e.g., built environment). This hinders the

development of such projects by industrial companies. One

way to tackle this investment hurdle is to collectively invest in

renewable energy systems and establish “community energy”

among industrial companies of an industrial cluster. The shared

investment can reduce the costs by almost 30% (IRENA, 2020).

And substantially reduce the amount of power loss throughout

the grid.

Globally, different incentive mechanisms have been

introduced by governments to promote the generation of

electricity from renewable resources for CESs, wherein almost

all shareholders are households and small businesses

(Abolhosseini and Heshmati, 2014). However, given the

significant differences in energy demand and energy

consumption patterns of industrial companies, these incentive

mechanisms can be substantially different. To this date, schemes

that can best incentivise industrial companies’ willingness to

form an industrial community energy system have not yet been

studied to the best of our knowledge.

This research investigates the role of different mechanisms in

incentivising the formation of an industrial community energy

system (InCES). We use agent-based modelling and simulation

to identify the conditions that lead to the formation and

continuation of an InCES. This approach has already proven

to be an effective method to study bottom-up initiatives such as

CESs (e.g., (Verhoog et al., 2016; Fouladvand et al., 2020;

Ghorbani et al., 2020; Fouladvand et al., 2022).

The simulation model can help explore how industrial

companies can be incentivised to invest in energy cooperatives

and how this partnership can sustain over time. We bring the

well-pronounced differences in the decision-making styles

between industrial companies and households into the

spotlight. The model takes a cost-benefit analysis (CBA)

approach, which industrial companies often use to evaluate

the financial gains of investment plans (Griffin, 1998). Besides

the CBA, the model also considers the industrial companies’

societal attributes when deciding to continue their partnership

(Eslamizadeh et al., 2022). This conceptualisation builds on

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory (Hofstede, 2011)

combined with Scharpf’s organisational decision-making

theory. Using these theories, we create a heterogeneous

population of industrial companies with distinguished social

reactions in the partnership that influences their sustained

membership in the cooperative.

This research uses data from six different countries (Japan,

Brazil, Australia, the United States, Iran, and the Netherlands) to

inform our model. This choice of country data helps us better

generalise the findings due to noticeable differences in economic

structures, societal attributes, and biophysical characteristics of

these countries. We experiment with the settings for each of these

countries to compare how different incentive mechanisms would

act in mobilising the investments of the industrial companies in

the formation and continuation of InCESs.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Literature review

Section, we position this research by reviewing the literature on

collaborations among industrial companies and financial

incentives to support community energy. Theoretical

background Section provides the theoretical background of

this research. Methodology Section describes the

methodological steps and the case studies. An agent-based

model of InCES Section explains the agent-based model and

Results Section presents its results. And finally, Discussions

and conclusion Section provides the discussion and conclusion.

Literature review

Collaborations among industrial
companies

To proceed with the industrial transition to RE, companies

can consider investing in RE generation individually, which

would be complicated by high upfront investment costs that

include the RE technology as well as the infrastructure. An

alternative solution is collective investment in RE generation,

which would help industrial companies split a noticeable share of

the mentioned costs among participants. Also, in the collective

approach, the administrative efforts (e.g. acquiring permits for

establishing an RE power plant) would be less. Therefore, despite

the difficulties associated with collective decision-making,

coordination mechanisms and demand management in an

InCES, this approach can be a more economically viable

solution toward industrial transition to RE.

Collaboration among industrial companies is not new. There

is an extensive body of literature on industrial symbiosis (IS), a

type of collaboration in which industrial companies share

resources and byproducts (Domenech and Davies, 2011).

Industrial collaboration in IS aims to optimise resource

consumption and the associated economic and environmental
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benefits for the industrial companies involved (Lombardi and

Laybourn, 2012). InCES can be considered as a type of IS that

focuses on collaborative power generation and demand

management. In that respect, many collaboration

requirements, such as “trust” (Deutz et al., 2007; Chertow and

Ehrenfeld, 2012; Walls and Paquin, 2015), “economic benefits”

(Chertow and Ehrenfeld, 2012; Walls and Paquin, 2015) and

“community spirit” (Golev et al., 2015), seem to be equally

relevant for the establishment of an InCES. At the same time,

the more physical requirements, such as geographical proximity,

which is a crucial element for an IS project (Jensen et al., 2011),

might not be essential in InCES. This is because the generated

power in an InCES can be transferred from the collective power

plant and among industrial companies through the already

existing electricity grid.

In addition to the above-mentioned requirements for an

InCES, Eslamizadeh et al. (Eslamizadeh et al., 2020),

highlighted the importance of collective institutional

arrangements for governing such industrial initiatives and the

need for incentive mechanisms to help industrial companies

overcome the financial barriers of initiating such plans.

Financial incentives to support community
energy

There is a considerable body of literature on collective

renewable electricity production in local communities of

households and small businesses. Energy communities are

formed by members who share the values associated with a

specific location, such as societal attributes, a particular spatial

territory, and common ethics. They engage in a collective

investment and consequently benefit from its advantages

(Magnani and Osti, 2016). In this regard, energy cooperatives

(REscoops) are one of the most known types of energy

communities in which renewable energy would be generated

and/or supplied to provide power or revenue (or both) to its

members (Walker and Devine-Wright, 2008; Bomberg and

McEwen, 2012; Kalkbrenner and Roosen, 2016).

High upfront investment costs are among the most critical

barriers to establishing a community energy system (CES),

especially in developing economies where renewable

technologies’ availability and financial feasibility are not yet

present (Heeres et al., 2004; Tudor et al., 2007; Yu et al.,

2015). There is a body of literature on the incentive

mechanisms to promote CESs. These incentives are

introduced to support citizens, as local investors, to establish

CESs as a path to low-carbon energy transition. Curtin et al.

(Curtin et al., 2018) in a recent study explain that in the starting

phase of a CES, incentives such as “targeted loans” and “grants”

are most effective for the establishment of CESs. Consequently, in

the later project stages, “grants”, “feed-in-tariffs (FIT)” and, “tax”

incentives can act as market-independent supports for local

investors (Curtin et al., 2018). In addition, “tradable green

certificates” which are bond-like certificates issued for

different levels of RE production, have been introduced as

market-type incentives for CESs and RE generation projects in

general (Abolhosseini and Heshmati, 2014).

Theoretical background

Initiation of an industrial community
energy system

One of the main aspects to consider for the initiation of

InCES is the decision-making process. Industrial companies

decisions are structured by strategic and rational procedures

unlike decision making between private households as in the case

of CES(Laroche, 1995; Man Zhang and Greve, 2018). In the

former case, these are required for reaching a consensus between

different decision-makers with different interests and viewpoints

(referred to as political decision-making) (Shepherd and Rudd,

2014; Kreutzer et al., 2015; Elbanna, 2018).

In addition to the decision-making process, InCESs face

many technological, socio-economic, environmental, and

institutional challenges (Michalena and Hills, 2013). Industrial

firms have high demands for electricity with more stringent

requirements on the availability and quality of electricity

service provision. There are also much more pronounced

differences in electricity consumption patterns between

industrial companies than between households in a

’’conventional’ community energy system. Therefore, reaching

a consensus between industrial participants of an energy

community may be much more challenging than in a

household setting where the members have similar demands

(Tudor et al., 2007).

Industrial decision-making process

Industrial companies can be categorised as composite actors

when it comes to decision-making. Scharpf presents composite

actors as: “Even though individuals may have considerable

difficulty in managing their ‘multiple ‘selves’, their partners and

opponents will generally not hesitate to treat them as unitary

actors” (Scharpf, 1990). In most cases, decisions in the industrial

companies are taken by several people, for example, as C-level

management, as board of directors or decision board, through

employees voting, in an owning family, or a combination of these

(Scharpf, 1988a).

Social attributes of industrial companies for
participating in an InCES

In this research, we use Scharpf’s game-theoretical decision-

making framework for composite actors to simplify the complex
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decision processes of big organisations (Scharpf, 1988b). The

framework, presented in Figure 1, captures the possible decision-

styles of composite actors on one axis (Unanimous decision,

Majority decision, or Hierarchical decision) and the type of

decision rule (Problem-solving, Bargaining or Confrontation)

on the other axis. Every actor has a preferred way to make a

decision, which is a combination of its predominant decision-

style and decision rule (Scharpf, 1988a). In this research, we use

the different decision rules to characterise the companies in the

way they make decisions and their reactions to the decisions

made by other companies in a collective setting.

In addition to the decision-making style, industrial

companies are also influenced by the act of their peers within

their network, especially when deciding on joining a partnership

(Scharpf, 1990). In the realm of network theory, every individual

entity follows a network of peers with some social ties known as

the “small-world network” (Behrendt, 2015). Practically, the

connections within this small-world network can be classified

into 1) weak ties and 2) strong ties (Easley and Kleinberg, 2010).

A weak tie implies a relationship between two companies

with substantially limited interactions. In contrast, a strong tie

reflects a relationship where the two connected companies

consider each other similar (the homophily principle). This

principle creates several interaction triangles, which, for

industrial companies, translates to having a network of

partners. The members of the strong network provide a more

affluent influence on each other’s decisions (Easley and

Kleinberg, 2010).

The small-world network proposed by Watts-Strogatz

(Watts and Strogatz, 1998) is a circular graph where each

node connects to its neighbour nodes. Each node can rewire

and connect nodes across the graph based on a probability;

shortening the paths between nodes (Figure 2) (Easley and

Kleinberg, 2010). This depicts a relatively close representation

of reality as companies connect with their neighbours but may

also be strongly connected to companies much further away.

Besides considering a network structure, we use Hofstede’s

culture dimensions theory (Hofstede, 2011) to define the cultural

attributes of a single industry within a cluster, thus making a

heterogeneous population. The six dimensions are Power

Distance, Individualism vs. Collectivism, Assertiveness vs.

Caring, Uncertainty avoidance, Long-Term Orientation, and

Indulgence vs. Restraint. For the detailed definition of each

dimension, please visit Supplementary Appendix Figure SA2.

The cultural dimensions are also used to customise the model for

particular countries by using real-world values on each

dimension (Hofstede, 2011).

In this research, to reflect the differences in decision-making

styles of companies in different cultures, we used the values from

Hofstede’s social dimension theory in Scharpf’s decision matrix

for each company to reflect the way each company would react

(decide) in a collective setting. We use the “decision rule” axis of

the matrix and place the companies in terms of their social

behaviour into three categories of 1) problem-solving, 2)

bargaining and 3) confronting. To allocate different values to

each company according to the country it is located in, we use

Hofstede’s values of “Power Distance”, “Indulgence vs. restrain”

and, “Long-term orientation”. The three mentioned dimensions

(the average of these three values) can be interpreted as the higher

Hofstede’s values, the more a company’s social characteristics

shift from problem-solving to confronting according to Scharpf’s

decision rule. In other words, the higher Hofstede’s values, the

more companies tend to act selfishly in collective settings.

Financial evaluation of participating in an InCES
The financial soundness of participating in an InCES project

is a vital matter for companies. Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a

technique to model industrial companies as business entities that

evaluate the economic feasibility of investments by cataloguing

the aggregated benefits (pros) and costs (cons) of a project based

on their monetary values. For evaluating projects with a duration

of more than one year, companies compare financial benefits

based on the net present value (NPV) of the years in which the

project has been running. A reliable method for implementing

FIGURE 1
Decision-style framework (Scharpf, 1988a).

FIGURE 2
Small-world network and randomness (Windfinder, 2019)
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CBA in an RE investment project is calculating the Levelized Cost

of Electricity (LCOE) (Tran and Smith, 2018).

Using LCOE (Eq. 1), each company calculates how much

renewable electricity unit (kWh) is generated against the project’s

total cost. This technique can help compare renewable

technologies with different lifespans for generating a desirable

amount of electricity (US Department of Energy, 2013).

LCOE � ∑
n
i�0

I+OM
(1+i)t

∑
n
i�0

G
(1+i)t

(1)

Eq. 1: LCOE calculation equation.

Where ’’’I’ is the total investment in present value, ’’’OM’ is the

current value of the periodic operations and maintenance costs, ’’’G’

is the total generation of energy during the ‘project’s life span, ‘i’ is

the project discount rate, and ‘t’ is the project life span.

Following Figure 3 by IRENA (IRENA, 2019a), we

assume that about 30% of the installation cost associated

with the “soft costs” can be divided among stockholders of a

solar/wind farm. Therefore, we introduce LCOEind. and

LCOEcol.; where LCOEind. measures LCOE when a

company decides to generate RE individually (same as Eq.

1), and LCOEcol. calculates LCOE when a company chooses

to generate RE collectively within a group of n members

(Eq. 2).

LCOEcol. � (0.7* LCOEind.) + (0.3/n* LCOEind.),
LCOEind.� LCOE

(2)

Eq. 2: LCOE in collective form.

With this method, the financial impact of incentive

mechanisms introduced to promote renewable electricity

generation can be assessed. This research applies the most

common financial incentives in the literature (Abdelaziz et al.,

2011; Abolhosseini and Heshmati, 2014; Warbroek and Hoppe,

2017) as listed below:

FIGURE 3
Renewable farm installation cost breakdown (IRENA, 2019a).
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Feed-in-tariff

FIT is the most commonly used incentive to promote RE

generation globally (Ko et al., 2019). Under this incentive, the

government guarantees the purchase of generated RE for a fixed

price higher than the grid price for a certain period to make

investments in RE generation financially more attractive

(Abolhosseini and Heshmati, 2014).

Tax incentives

Tax incentives create an exemption of some (or all) taxes

related to renewable energy generation. This type of incentive

mechanism aims at encouraging renewable energy consumption

through applying tax credits or tax deductions on the purchase,

installation, generation, and/or consumption of RE, facilitating

the penetration of renewable energy deployment into the market.

This type of incentive can be a direct discount when purchasing

and installing the equipment or a lowered future tax

(Abolhosseini and Heshmati, 2014).

Tradable green certificates

Tradable green certificates (TGC) are financial incentives

that reward energy producers based on the amount of RE they

generate. By doing so, they receive tradable certificates with a

fixed face value for every unit (for example, one certificate = fixed

dollars = 1 MWh). Such a certificate is treated like stocks bonds

and can be traded in the market. TGC is a quantity-based

incentive, while the FIT mechanism is price-based. Therefore,

to increase the number of certificates, a company only needs to

increase RE generation (Calel, 2011; Abolhosseini and Heshmati,

2014).

In this research, we will use the general idea behind these

three mentioned incentives to study the role of incentive

mechanisms for the formation and continuation of InCES.

However, note that these incentives are only loosely used as

the exact definition depends on the country and the situation it is

being applied to. Other incentive mechanisms or adjustments of

these three can be incorporated into the model for further

exploration, making the model a tool to study incentives.

Figure 4 illustrates our theoretical approach regarding how

an industrial company’s decision is shaped for InCES initiation/

participation and continuation.

Methodology

In this research, we built an agent-based model based on the

theoretical underpinning explained in Industrial decision-making

process Section to investigate the impact of financial incentives on

FIGURE 4
Theories used for simulating an InCES establishment.
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the formation and continuation of an InCES in a context with

given socio-economic characteristics. This simulation approach

has already proven to have valuable insights when employed to

analyse the dynamics of other types of collective actions (Janssen

and Ostrom, 2006; Chaigneau and Canessa, 2012; Ghorbani and

Bravo, 2016). The model was built using the MESA package for

Python, and the results were analysed in Python data analytics

packages (Van Rossum and Drake, 1995).

Case studies

As mentioned before, we aim to explore the effectiveness of

the financial incentive mechanisms for the formation and

continuation of InCESs in an industrial cluster, by considering

industrial companies’ societal attributes and economic

preferences. Given the factors we are considering in our

model (i.e. cultural dimension for decision-making style,

biophysical characteristics of the location, the electricity price,

the interest rate and the installation costs), the results heavily

depend on the country where an InCES is being implemented.

Therefore, this paper parameterises the model to represent six

different countries in order to gain context-specific insights.

These countries are Iran, the U.S., the Netherlands, Australia,

Japan, and Brazil, covering a wide range of societal and economic

conditions. Since the calculation of the price of electricity

generated from renewable resources depends on the

biophysical characteristics of the exact location, we select a

city within each country (Table 1), to better use the available

datasets (e.g., wind speed or Sun irradiation intensity,

Supplementary Appendix Figure SA1).

An agent-based model of InCES

This section explains the conceptualisation and

implementation details of the ABM. The model presents an

industrial park with a heterogeneous population of companies

(0–50 companies). In the following, we explain this model’s

internal mechanisms by first explaining the agents, their

attributes, their decision-making processes to initiate/join an

InCES, and the dynamics of the model.

Agents

The model consists of two different types of agents: 1)

individual companies and 2) InCES. Table 2 shows the

description of each of these agents.

Model dynamics

Companies joining/establishing an InCES
At the end of each fiscal year, each industry calculates how

much more electricity they would require in the next year

compared to the current year. Consequently, the companies

decide whether it is economically viable to satisfy this extra

demand1 from renewable resources or not by conducting a cost-

benefit analysis using the LCOE calculation (details in Theoretical

background Section). In this analysis, companies compare their

LCOEind. with the grid tariff. If it is less than the grid tariff, the

company looks for an existing InCES in the cluster. If an InCES is

present, the industry will join that InCES since the LCOEcol. is

assumed to be always less than LCOEind. (Eq. 2). If more than one

InCES is present, the company will join the one with more

members leading to less LCOEcol.. If there is no existing InCES,

the industry will check peers in its strong network with LCOEind.
less than grid tariff and join them to initiate an InCES. In that

case, an LCOEcol. is calculated, and if it is less than the grid tariff,

these companies will initiate an InCES collectively. If there are no

InCES in the cluster and there are no companies with LCOEind.
less than grid tariff in the strong network, the company will

decide to generate renewable power individually.

While calculating LCOEind., if the value is higher than the

grid tariff, the company will search the cluster for any existing

InCES. In case there is one, the company will calculate the

LCOEcol. for that InCES and if it is less than grid tariff, it will

join that InCES. If there are more than one InCESs in the cluster,

the company will join the one with more members (resulting in

less LCOEcol.). If the LCOEind. is higher than the grid tariff, and

there are no InCESs existing in the cluster, the company will no

longer consider generating renewable power and will continue

using the national grid. Figure 5 recaps the decision process that

each company follows.

TABLE 1 List of reference cities within our case studies.

Country References city

Australia Sydney

Brazil São Paulo

Iran Arak

Japan Kyoto

Netherlands Rotterdam

United States Los Angeles

1 In this research, we only considered the extra electricity demand of
each industrial company per year, since we believe that transitioning to
RE in the industrial sector should happen gradually due to large
industrial electricity demands. Therefore, this assumption makes the
research more in line with what is practically being experienced in the
industrial sector
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The costs in the decision-making process are calculated based

on the incentive mechanism under study in the model and the

technological availability in that geographical location (this

process happens by each individual company before they

decide to join/initiate and InCES).

Dynamics of interactions in an established InCES
Once established, an InCES decides whether 1) to generate

RE to meet members’ demands or 2) to generate RE to meet

members’ demands and sell the excess generated electricity to the

grid and pay out dividends. Also, the technology they should

choose for these two alternatives is selected.

Technology selection

The InCES agent calculates the LCOE based on three

alternative technologies of 1) only solar, 2) only wind, or 3) a

combination of both. To select the technology, InCES agent

calculates the LCOE under each of the mentioned

TABLE 2 Agents attributes in the model.

Agents Attributes Attribute Value Decisions

Company Electricity demanda Randomly selected from a range - Initiate/join an InCES

Strong and weak connections
to the peers

Randomly selected based on Watts-Strogats model- - Vote on whether they accept InCES’s yearly
plan (if they join one)

Decision rule Randomly selected based on the cultural distributions resulting to be either
“collaborative”, “bargaining”, or “confronting”

- Leaving an InCES

Expected rate of return
(EROI)

Randomly selected between (0–0.05]

Loyalty level Calculated during the interactions in an InCES (if they join one)

Interest rate Fixed for each country and retrieved from existing databases (World Bank)

InCES Electricity demand Calculated based on sum of members’ demand - decision on which strategy to choose based
on members’ vote

aThis demand is the extra amount of electricity that each company will require for the next year compared to the previous year, calculated at the end of each fiscal year by each company

FIGURE 5
Flowchart of an industry joining/establishing an InCES or Exiting one.
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alternatives and the one with the lowest LCOE will be

selected.

Yearly strategy selection

To decide whether the InCES wants to 1) generate RE and

provide it to the members or 2) sell the generated electricity to the

grid and payout dividends, the InCES considers the return on

investment (ROI) ratio. The InCES selects the plan with higher

ROI and will put it to vote for the members.

Voting on the proposed plan by the InCES

In the voting session, members of the InCES evaluate

whether the plan chosen by the InCES is acceptable to them

or not using two criteria: 1) feasibility and 2) financial

desirability.

To assess the feasibility of the plan, each industrial company

calculates the LCOE and compares it to what they pay to the grid.

If the LCOE is less than that amount, they consider this plan

feasible.

To assess the financial desirability, each company compares

the ROI of the proposed plan to its expected ROI. The expected

ROI is randomly assigned to each company from the range

(0–0.05] (Table 2). If the ROI of the offered plan by the InCES is

higher than the company’s expected rate of return, they would

consider the plan a financially desirable plan.

Companies that evaluated the plan as both “feasible” and

“financially desirable” will vote “yes”; otherwise, their vote would

be “no”. Eventually, if the majority of the members vote “yes” for

the plan that the InCES agent offered, it will be selected as the

pathway of the InCES for that particular year (tick).

Leaving InCES
The decision for each company to stay or leave the InCES

happens based on two dimensions, 1) the loyalty point and 2) the

financial desirability (ROI).

By combining Scharpf decision-making framework and

Hofstede’s social dimensions theory, we assigned each

company a “decision rule” related to Scharpf’s decision

matrix. Based on these characteristics, each company reacts

differently (adding/subtracting loyalty points) to satisfactory/

unsatisfactory events during the course of interactions in an

InCES (the voting session in the case of our ABM).

“Decision rule” is the attribute by which companies react to

the outcome of the voting sessions in an InCES. To put it in

simple word, based on “decision rule”, companies evaluate how

their vote was compared to the outcome of the voting session.

To determine a company’s decision rule (i.e., problem-

solving, bargaining, or confronting), we generate a normal

distribution between 0 and 100 for each country. This

distribution is derived by considering its mean as the average

of the three cultural dimension (“Power Distance,” “Indulgence

vs. restrain” and, “Long-term orientation) for that country. To

calculate the standard deviation for this distribution, we utilised

the average standard deviation of Hofstede’s values of the

mentioned three dimensions per country. Consequently, a

random value from this country-specific distribution is

assigned to each company for that country (Figure 6).

Therefore, companies in different countries can have any of

the three different decision rules, but the number of companies

belonging to each decision rule category differs depending on the

countries’ cultural distribution. As explained in Theoretical

background Section, the higher Hofstede’s values for the three

cultural dimensions are (we use the average of these three

mentioned dimensions), the more companies shift from being

problem-solving-oriented towards confronting. Therefore, in the

calculated normal distributions per country, values between

0–33 represent problem-solving companies, values in

34–66 are bargaining companies, and values in

67–100 represent confronting companies.

Table 3 shows how each company adds/subtracts loyalty

points based on their decision rule and the different outcome

alternatives in a voting session.

Based on the dynamics of interactions introduced above,

each member would add/subtract loyalty points until it reaches

its bear minimum. At this point, the company checks if staying in

the InCES is financially desirable (according to its expected ROI).

If positive, they will remain with the community. If not, the

company will exit.

Parameter setup and model settings

This section describes the parameter setup of the simulation.

Three incentive scenarios are defined for each country: Feed-in-

tariff, Tax Incentive, and Tradable Green Certificates, as shown

in Table 4.

The maximum number of industrial companies in an

industrial cluster is 50, following a definition by World Bank

(Saleman and Jordan, 2014) on industrial clusters. We limited the

number of InCESs in each cluster to 25 since each InCES needs at

least two members to exist. The model stops after 20 ticks

representing 20 years, which is currently considered the

lifespan of renewable technologies (Behrendt, 2015; GE Power,

2018). Furthermore, each industrial company’s electricity

demand is selected randomly from a uniform distribution

between 200 kWh and 30,000 kWh. The runs were repeated

500 times. Table 4 outlines the parameters and their values.

Results

To address the main research question of this study, which

was to explore the role of different incentive mechanisms on the

formation and continuation of InCES, KPIs of 1) electricity

production per scenario, 2) number of established InCESs, 3)

number of members in each InCES and, 4) number of exited
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members from each InCES after 20 years, are measured.

Additionally, the costs of such incentives for the government

are also calculated.

It is important to emphasise that the countries we are

presenting here are parameterised using a limited set of values

from various data sources. This inevitable simplification implies

that there might be other factors (e.g., political) that shape the

outcomes of a country differently than the results of this

simulation. The same holds for incentive mechanisms: their

implementation may be different across countries, and our

representation of them may not be accurate in the simulation.

Our goal in this research is to do a comparative study; focusing on

the relative differences rather than actual output values.

Number of established InCESs

The total number of established InCESs is measured by the

sum of all active InCESs for each year per scenario and per

country. The outcome shows that the effects of the TAX and TGC

incentives were almost the same in establishing InCESs

(Figure 7). On the other hand, the FIT incentive shows better

performance in initiating InCESs, especially in Australia and the

Netherlands (See Table 5). The number of communities is

relatively constant, with its numbers increasing rapidly in the

initial years and stabilising through the lifetime of the InCES.

Peak values start in the second year, showing that almost all

companies who might join/establish an InCES have already

decided to do so, by the end of the second year. After that, no

drastic change in the number of formed InCESs is made.

Although the number of established InCESs gives a general

insight into the effectiveness of the incentive mechanisms, it is

not necessarily sufficient to assess the performance of incentive

mechanisms. Therefore, we also measured how many companies

joined these InCESs and continued with the initiative.

Number ofmembers in established InCESs

Table 6 shows the average maximum number of

companies that joined the communities under each

incentive scenario.

The results of Table 6 illustrate that different types of

financial incentives in the United States, Japan, Brazil and

Iran do not significantly influence the number of companies

that join an InCES. On the other hand, for Australia and the

Netherlands, different incentive schemes performed differently

where the FIT scenario performs worst.

Number of exited members from InCESs

Exiting an InCES is another crucial metric that should be

carefully analysed since leaving an InCES is not

straightforward given the high industrial electricity

demands (Eslamizadeh et al., 2020). Also, the exit of a

member from the community can be a heavy economic

burden on the shoulder of an InCES (Eslamizadeh et al.,

FIGURE 6
Determination of decision rule for one country as an example.

TABLE 3 Assessing the loyalty points.

Alternative occurrences in a voting
session

Company’s vote =
outcome

of the voting
session

Company’s
vote ! =

outcome of the
voting session

Decision
rule

Problem-
solving

Adds 1 loyalty point Subtracts 0 loyalty
point

Bargaining Adds 3 loyalty points Subtracts 1 loyalty
point

Confronting Adds 3 loyalty points Subtracts 3 loyalty
points
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TABLE 4 ABM parameters description.

Parameter Type Country Value References

Grid tariff Random distribution Australia [5,19–6,35] Australian Energy Regulator, (2019)

Brazil [9,61–11,74] Aneel, (2019)

Iran [4,68–5,72] World Bank, (2019)

Japan [10,84–13,25] UK BEIS, (2019)

Netherlands [6,78–8,29] European Union, (2019)

United States [7,17–8,76] US Energy Information Agency, (2019)

Solar Installation Costs Random distribution Australia [800–2000] IRENA, (2019b)

Brazil [800–2000] IRENA, (2019b)

Iran [800–1300] IRENA, (2019b)

Japan [1400–2100] IRENA, (2019b)

Netherlands [900–3490] Paardekooper, (2015)

United States [800–2000] IRENA, (2019b)

Wind Installation Costs Random distribution Australia [1300–2000] IRENA, (2019b)

Brazil [1200–2500] IRENA, (2019b)

Iran [1100–2100] IRENA, (2019b)

Japan [1600–2600] IRENA, (2019b)

Netherlands [1000–3100] IRENA, (2019b)

United States [1200–2500] IRENA, (2019b)

Solar energy potential Numeric Australia [2270,2] United Nations, (2019)

Brazil [1732,7] United Nations, (2019)

Iran [2951,8] United Nations, (2019)

Japan [1773,29] United Nations, (2019)

Netherlands [1542,3] United Nations, (2019)

United States [3254,20] United Nations, (2019)

Wind energy potential Numeric Australia [2525,80] Windfinder, (2019)

Brazil [1673,16] Windfinder, (2019)

Iran [2760,86] Windfinder, (2019)

Japan [979,66] Windfinder, (2019)

Netherlands [3749,28] Windfinder, (2019)

United States [2562,38] Windfinder, (2019)

Discount rate Numeric Australia [7] Ministério da Economia, (2019)

Brazil [10] Ministério da Economia, (2019)

Iran [5,8] Daneshmand et al. (2018)

Japan [4] Leo Dobes et al. (2016)

Netherlands [3] Ministério da Economia, (2019)

United States [3] Ministério da Economia, (2019)

Decision Rule Numeric Australia [67,33] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

Brazil [54,33] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

Iran [47,66] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

Japan [77,66] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

Netherlands [49] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

(Continued on following page)
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2020). Therefore, it is vital to measure how many members left

the InCES in 20 years and what caused this phenomenon. As

mentioned previously in Section 4, the exit of a member

happens when both aspects of “loyalty level” and

“economic desirability” are not reasonable for that member.

Loyalty is determined during the voting process, and reflects

how a company perceives its belonging to the community

through its interactions with other members of the InCES.

Table 7 shows the number of members who left an InCES

under different incentive scenarios.

TABLE 4 (Continued) ABM parameters description.

Parameter Type Country Value References

United States [66,33] Minkov and Hofstede, (2013)

Industry Energy Random choice — [200–30,000] From grid tariffs

Scenario 1—FIT Numeric — [2.1; 2.5; 3] calculated

Scenario 2—TAX Numeric — [0.2; 0.4; 0.6] Behrendt, (2015)

Scenario 3—TGC Numeric — [0,015; 0.02; 0,025] Ford et al. (2007)

Number of companies Numeric — 50 —

Number of communities Numeric — =< 25 —

Renewable energy generation lifespan Numeric — 20 —

Energy demand by industry Numeric — 200–30,000 kWh —

Wind Energy threshold Numeric — 5000 kW —

Loyalty Threshold Numeric — 12/24 —

FIGURE 7
Number of established InCESs.

TABLE 5 Number of established InCESs.

Country The average number of communities for all simulation runs Standard deviation (σ2)

Scenario 1 (FIT) Scenario 2 (TAX) Scenario 3 (TGC)

Australia 3.02 1.67 1.62 1.46

Brazil 1.77 1.45 1.52 0.95

Iran 1.43 1.4 1.41 0.76

Japan 1.34 1.37 1.35 0.70

Netherlands 2.25 1.58 1.61 1.16

United States 1.39 1.43 1.41 0.77
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Table 7 reflects that the number of members who left an

InCES in all countries is far less than the number of companies

who joined an InCES. According to Table 7, almost no member

exited the InCESs under different scenarios considering the very

distinct social preferences (according to Hofstede’s social

dimensions theory). The reason behind this lies in the fact

that for each member to exit, both thresholds for economic

desirability and loyalty level should exceed. Therefore, even if a

member is not happy with the social dynamics of an InCES, it

stays since the InCES satisfies its economic desirability. Note that

there is a noticeable overlap between the CBA when a member

decides to establish/join an InCES and economic desirability

analysis when a member wants to leave an InCES. Although the

methods to conduct these mentioned analyses are different, if an

InCES seems economically beneficial for a member to join, it

stays economically desirable during the membership period

preventing that member from leaving the InCES.

Electricity generation

The amount of generated RE in InCESs is one of the most

critical metrics, particularly in the eyes of policymakers. This

amount is presented for each country and under different

financial incentives in Table 8.

Based on the findings reflected in Table 8, wind energy is the

least common renewable resource. Netherlands is almost the only

country that heavily utilises this resource for electricity

generation. The reason behind this outcome is the minimum

installation capacity for windmills set to 5 MW, which is

reasonable due to higher installation costs of wind parks

compared to solar farms. Therefore, the Netherlands is the

only country with more than 5 MW of demand which is

economically feasible to be supplied from windmills due to

having more wind resulting in more wind electricity

production potential.

In terms of incentives, the FIT incentive appears to have the

worst performance, while the TAX incentive seems to be themost

effective one for generating RE.

Nonetheless, although the RE generation potential of our

case studies varies significantly (refer to Supplementary

Appendix Figure SA1), the total generated RE in each of the

case countries is not substantially different. The better

performance of a country such as Japan in RE generation

within its established InCESs can be justified by the much

higher grid tariff than other countries making RE production

more economically attractive. However, contrary to Japan, the

lower solar potential and the minimum demand requirement for

wind energy installation (as mentioned above) made RE

generation less financially desirable in the Netherlands.

TABLE 7 No. of exited members from InCESs.

Country The average maximum number of members who exit a community Standard deviation (σ2)

Scenario 1 (FIT) Scenario 2 (TAX) Scenario 3 (TGC)

Australia 0.03 0.01 0.34 0.18

Brazil 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.005

Iran 1.06 0 0 0.61

Japan 0.81 1.82 0.21 0.80

Netherlands 0.38 0.61 0.36 0.14

United States 1.07 0.002 0.03 0.60

TABLE 6 No. of members in InCESs.

Country The average highest number of members Standard deviation (σ2)

Scenario 1 (FIT) Scenario 2 (TAX) Scenario 3 (TGC)

Australia 4.84 9.99 9.79 2.92

Brazil 8.51 9.97 9.83 0.80

Iran 10.004 9.81 9.81 0.11

Japan 10.1 9.98 9.88 0.10

Netherlands 6.77 10.01 9.85 1.82

United States 10.18 9.97 9.83 0.17
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In addition to the impact of grid tariff, the discount rate in

Japan is notably low (refer to Supplementary Appendix Figure

SA1), making the LCOE lower and more economically viable.

The total amount of investments

This section investigates the total investment to establish an

InCES. By introducing incentive mechanisms, the government

contributes to the total amount of investment required to

establish an InCES. Tables 9, 10 show the cost composition

related to establishing an InCES in each of our cases under

different incentive scenarios.

According to Tables 9, 10, communities made the least

investment in the FIT scenario, while the TGC scenario

appeared to be the costliest scenario for the governments. But

combining the insights from these tables with the total RE

generated sheds a brighter light on the performance of the

incentive scenarios. Table 11 captures the cost composition

related to the most effective incentive for each country in

terms of power generation, which happens to be the tax

incentive. For some countries, we considered both TAX and

TABLE 8 Amount of generated RE in each country.

Country FIT TAX TGC Max energy % To max energy

Solar Wind Solar Wind Solar Wind (MWh) Solar Wind

Australia 12,255 79 56,915 44 53,326 950 56,958 99.92 0.08

Brazil 5379 7 61,224 139 40,941 71 61,363 99.77 0.23

Iran 278 0 62,109 0 62,058 0 62,109 100 0

Japan 4627 0 63,897 0 23,711 0 63,897 100 0

Netherlands 7267 11,087 31,392 15,079 11,282 17,098 46,472 67.55 32.45

United States 87 0 62,405 0 62,254 0 62,405 100 0

TABLE 9 Investment by InCES members.

Country Scenario
1 (FIT) (USD)

Scenario
2 (TAX) (USD)

Scenario
3 (TGC) (USD)

Australia 1,531,020 4,215,627 7,018,936

Brazil 2,286,061 6,016,729 9,565,892

Iran 1,310,571 2,818,090 4,705,052

Japan 3,672,871 8,043,490 13,254,686

Netherlands 7,104,634 9,016,960 9,780,848

United States 1,122,019 3,550,789 5,882,753

TABLE 10 Investment by the governments.

Country Scenario
1 (FIT) (USD)

Scenario
2 (TAX) (USD)

Scenario
3 (TGC) (USD)

Australia 1,377,934 8,736,423 13,723,368

Brazil 6,308,655 12,386,981 11,448,527

Iran 11,888,364 13,543,884 15,377,164

Japan 13,227,114 15,478,174 17,556,538

Netherlands 2,075,180 13,143,118 18,810,163

United States 12,755,845 6,712,148 19,070,796
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TGC scenarios due to small differences in the electricity

productivity results.

The reason which makes the TAX scenario more attractive

for industrial companies is that in all of the countries except the

Netherlands, communities invest about half and even less of the

investment made by the government. Interestingly, for Iran and

the United States, the TGC scenario had almost the same impact

on electricity generation while a much bigger portion of the

expenses to generate the electricity was paid by the government.

Discussion and conclusions

In this research, we aimed to explore the role of financial

incentive mechanisms in the formation and continuation of

InCESs. To address this goal, we took an agent-based

modeling approach. We combined Scharpf’s organisational

decision-making theory with Hofstede’s social dimensions

theory to determine the decision-making styles of industrial

companies based on their culture. Consequently, we simulated

the economic impact of the three incentive mechanisms of

feed-in-tariff, tax-cut, and tradable green certificates, which

were our suggestions of plausible financial mechanisms from

governments to promote RE production. To better generalise

the findings of this research, we selected six different countries

of Australia, Brazil, Iran, Japan, the Netherlands, and the

United States, to cover a wide variety of economic and societal

characteristics.

This study showed that the FIT incentive scenario was the

least effective in encouraging industrial companies to establish/

join an InCES. Also, communities generated the least amount of

RE under this incentive scenario. On the other hand, the TAX

incentive scheme, which operates as a discount in RE technology,

turned out to be the most effective scenario regarding RE

generation.

The study also showed no substantial differences between

incentive scenarios regarding community establishment, the

number of members, and the number of member exits from

InCESs in 20 years. Yet, the TAX scenario showed superior

outcomes in all mentioned aspects, especially regarding RE

generation, while putting most of the installation expenditures

on the shoulders of the governments. Interestingly, the TGC

incentive scheme acted almost the same as the TAX incentive

in terms of RE generation but with more investments from

both government and communities. Although this reflects the

cost efficiency of the TAX incentive, it should be noted that

this incentive, even if cheaper than TGC, cannot promote the

most efficient RE technologies due to a lack of market

mechanism2. Besides, TGC has the potential to create a

new bond market, similar to carbon bonds, adding

significant value to this option in the near future. These

bonds can be traded like any other government bonds

producing additional revenue for their holders. Part of the

mentioned revenues from TGC could also be used to fund

subsidies for reducing carbon emissions. Despite the high

potential of the TGC scenario, the TAX incentive creates

more liquidity, helping industrial companies’ revenue

streams access cash in shorter periods which is a crucial

aspect for industrial companies.

The model shows that the answer to “which financial

incentive is the most effective between TAX and TGC?”

depends on the government’s and policy analysts’ economic

preferences. For example, should the government bear more

costs or reduce its investments, making communities invest

more? This question cannot be simply answered as each

government and administration has a different political-

economic view on such a problem.

TABLE 11 Cost composition of the incentive mechanism.

Country Productive
scenario(s)

Produced energy
(MWh)

Investment by
the communities
(USD) (1)

Investment by
the government
(USD) (2)

(1)/
(2)

Australia TAX TAX: 56,958 4,215,627 8,736,423 0.48

Brazil TAX TAX: 61,363 6,016,729 12,386,981 0.49

Iran TAX/TGC TAX: 62,109 2,818,090 13,543,884 0.20

TGC: 62,058 4,705,052 15,377,164 0.30

Japan TAX TAX: 63,897 8,043,490 15,478,174 0.52

Netherlands TAX TAX: 46,472 9,016,960 13,143,118 0.69

United States TAX/TGC TAX: 62,405 3,550,789 6,712,148 0.53

TGC: 62,254 5,882,753 19,070,796 0.30

2 TGC and FIT are behaving based on amarketmechanism.Meaning that
the more electricity you generate, the more your financial reward will
be. This results in promoting the most efficient technologies to
generate the maximum amount of RE. While in TAX incentive, a
fixed percentage of the expenses will be paid by the government
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Besides the economic insights, the way industrial

companies in different cultures would behave in a

partnership (InCES) did not have a noticeable difference in

the exit of members from an InCES. This highlights that even

though there is a substantial cultural difference between

industrial companies in our case countries, companies will

not choose to leave an InCES if staying as a member satisfies

their economic preferences. If the model had not considered

the exit of a member to be dependent on both economic

desirability and societal attractiveness (loyalty points), there

would have been more exits from the InCESs. However, this

was observed while many members’ loyalty points crossed the

exit threshold through the 20 years period. Still, members did

not exit because the economic desirability threshold had not

reached the bare minimum for the same members to exit the

cooperative. This seems to be an important finding while we

are dealing with industrial companies as the members of a

cooperative, while in CESs with households as members,

societal challenges would lead to higher percentages of

member exits.

This is also in line with the real-life experience with

industrial companies, where the economic feasibility highly

accounts for many decisions industries make. Also,

considering the higher upfront investment industries

should make in an InCES due to their large electricity

demand would not allow for an easy exit from an InCES,

just due to societal challenges.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that this research used various

assumptions and simplifications for modeling purposes. Using one

incentive mechanism at a time and not investigating the role of a

combined scenario is one example of the mentioned simplifications

in this study. It is worth reemphasising here that our model made a

simple representation of the incentive mechanisms that may

influence the outcomes. The goal here was to focus on the

fundamental idea behind these incentives and build the model in

such a way to allow for other incentives to be implemented in the

future in the same model. The same goes for country specifications.

The differences were only related to the cultural dimension values,

price of electricity, and biophysical differences, resulting in the

different potentials for RE production and the economic

structure of the countries (interest rate, installation costs, etc.). As

such, we are not aiming to determine which country is successful

and which one is not, but rather studying them in relation to each

other given the differences. Additionally, a deeper dive into why

incentive schemes similar to what we considered in this research as

the FIT is such a desirable incentive mechanism worldwide,

considering its remarkable inferior results shown in this research,

seems to be a legit research topic for further investigations.

Moreover, this study can be extended by future inquiries on how

a TGC incentive mechanism can be a more popular mechanism for

promoting RE generation and what lessons can be learned from the

“carbon credit market” to avoid its downsides.
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